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Abstract
Head-Down Bed Rest (HDBR) microgravity simulation
induces cardiovascular deconditioning, including effects
on ventricular repolarization. The index of Periodic Repolarization Dynamics (PRD) was developed to quantify
low-frequency oscillations of cardiac repolarization. In
this study, PRD was quantified by Phase Rectified Signal
Averaging (P RDP RSA ) and Continuous Wavelet Transform (P RDCW T ) methods. PRD was analyzed in ECGs
from 22 volunteers at rest and during orthostatic Tilt-Table
Test (TTT) performed before and after -6◦ 60-days HDBR.
Significant correlation was found between PRD measured
by PRSA and CWT (Pearson’s ρ = 0.93, p < 10−54
and Kendall’s τ = 0.79 p < 10−38 ). A highly significant increase was found when P RDP RSA values were
measured at POST-HDBR with respect to PRE-HDBR in
the tilt phase: 1.40 [1.10] deg and 0.97 [0.90] deg (median [IQR]), p = 0.008, respectively. P RDP RSA also increased significantly in the tilt phase with respect to baseline, both at POST-HDBR (0.90 [0.57] deg, p = 0.003)
and at PRE-HDBR (0.75 [0.45] deg, p = 0.011). PRD, either measured with PRSA or with CWT, is able to measure
changes in ventricular repolarization induced by microgravity simulation as well as following sympathetic provocation.

1.

Introduction

Human space exploration has a number of associated
risks and challenges. Changes in the physical forces on
and within the body brought about by microgravity exposure represent a real risk to the astronauts’ health [1].
Weightlessness effects on the human body include muscular, cardiac and bone-related [2]. Orthostatic intolerance is
a known relevant cardiovascular issue experienced by astronauts after landing. It is due to cardiac deconditioning,
with some astronauts not even being able to remain stand-
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ing upright after prolonged stay in orbit. Both the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic
nervous system are involved in orthostatic regulation [3].
The orthostatic Tilt-Table Test (TTT) is a procedure
commonly used in the management of reflex syncope, due
to cardiac autonomic reflex [4], and is used to assess autonomic response. Head-down bed rest (HDBR) is a reliable
ground-based model that simulates most effects of spaceflight on the human body [5]. Few studies have investigated microgravity effects on the heart’s electrical activity, with major findings indicating prolonged cardiac conduction and repolarization duration [6] in association with
long duration spaceflight. In this work, ECG signals were
recorded under an HDBR model and analyzed to evaluate
microgravity effects on ventricular repolarization.
Periodic Repolarization Dynamics (PRD) is a recently
proposed index to assess sympathetically-modulated ventricular repolarization by measuring low-frequency (≤ 0.1
Hz) oscillations in the T-wave angle of the body-surface
electrocardiogram (ECG) [7]. The Continuous Wavelet
Transform has been proposed as a method to quantify PRD
(P RDCW T ) [7]. Phase-Rectified Signal Averaging [8] has
also been proposed as a simpler alternative (P RDP RSA ).
The aim of this study is to compare both methods for
PRD quantification (P RDCW T and P RDP RSA ) and to
assess the ability of P RDP RSA to measure autonomic
changes induced by TTT-based sympathetic provocation
and changes induced by prolonged bed rest.

2.

Materials

Twenty-two healthy male volunteers (29±6 years,
181±5 cm, 77±7 kg) participated in a 60-day −6◦ HDBR
experiment. They were randomly divided into countermeasure group (JUMP), who exercised on a sledge jump
system [9] during the HDBR time period, and control
group (CTRL), not performing any exercise. This experiment took place in the :envihab facility of the Institute
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of Aerospace Medicine, German Aerospace Center-DLR
(Cologne, Germany). It is part of the European Space
Agency (ESA) bed rest studies.
The whole campaign consisted of three phases (Figure
1): 15 days of pre-bed rest (BDC-15 to BDC-1), 60 days of
HDBR (HDT1 to HDT60) and 15 days of post-bed rest recovery (R+0 to R+14). Each subject participated in a TTT
at pre- (2 days before HDBR, BCD-2) and post-HDBR
(just after completing HDBR, R+0) to assess autonomic
response. The maximal duration of each TTT was 15 minutes with the subject tilted head-up to an angle of 80◦ . After this 15 minutes, a step rising (3 min) -10mmHg was
applied through a Lower Body Negative Pressure (LBNP)
chamber in which the subject was inside up to the abdomen.

Figure 1. Phases of the long-term microgravity campaign,
with indication of the days when volunteers underwent
TTT.
12-lead ECG signals (Mortara Instrument, Inc., Milwaukee, WI, USA, 1000 Hz sampling frequency) were available for this study. 5-minute segments from the control
phase prior to TTT, from the beginning of tilt phase and
from the end of the tilt phase (after LBNP application,
when it was applied) were analyzed. If the tilt phase duration was less than 5 minutes, which happened in few cases,
the whole tilt interval was analyzed.
All subjects underwent a prior comprehensive medical
examination during the selection process, were fully informed of the experiment and provided written, informed
consent to participate in the study, which was approved by
the Ethical Committee for Human Research at the host institution.

3.

Methods

3.1.

Preprocessing

Preprocessing of ECG recordings included noise removal using a 50 Hz notch filter and a 40 Hz Finite Impulse Response filter. Baseline wander was cancelled by
cubic splines interpolation.

3.2.

scribed in the following:
1. Orthogonal leads X, Y, Z were obtained from each 12lead ECG recording by using the inverse Dower matrix.
2. T-wave onsets (Ton ) and ends (Tof f ) were identified
using a wavelet-based automatic system [10]. For unidentified T-wave onsets, Ton was calculated based on Ton temporal locations in adjacent beats. Specifically, Ton was located at a distance from the QRS fiducial point equal to the
median time duration between the QRS and Ton marks in
30 beats around it.
3. To get T-wave segments of the same duration for the
comparison of two T-waves, while ensuring that all samples are within the T-wave, both Ton and Tof f were redefined according to the following criteria:
• Ton . Comparing the time difference between QRS fiducial point and Ton for two consecutive beats, the largest
value was chosen.
• Tof f . Comparing the time difference between QRS
and Tof f for two consecutive beats, the smallest value was
chosen.
4. The reference point was set the end of the segment for
each T-wave. The angle dT◦ between two consecutive T
wave average vectors was computed using the dot product, considering the segments previously described. dT◦
represents the angular change between two successive repolarizations.
5. A 10th-order median filter was applied to the series of
dT◦ values to attenuate abrupt variations.
At this point, two different methods were applied onto
the dT◦ time series to calculate the PRD index: Continuous Wavelet Transform (P RDCW T ) and Phase-Rectified
Signal Averaging (P RDP RSA ).

3.3.

Once the beat-to-beat dT◦ series was obtained, the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) was applied following
the next steps [7]:
1. A uniformly sampled signal at 2-Hz was obtained by
linear interpolation and a 30-sample moving average was
applied to remove artifacts.
2. Wavelet coefficients were obtained by applying a 4thorder Gaussian wavelet for each scale at each time point.
An average wavelet coefficient was computed for each
scale.
3. Scales (a) were converted to pseudo-frequencies (Fa )
according to the following equation:

Series of angles between consecutive Twave angles

For PRD quantification, the series of angles between
consecutive T waves were obtained based on [7], as de-

PRD using Continuous Wavelet Transform

Fa =

Fc
a·∆

(1)

where Fc is the center frequency of the mother wavelet and
∆ denotes the sampling period.
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PRDPRSA vs PRD CWT

P RDCW T was defined as the average wavelet coefficient in the frequency range between 0.025 and 0.1 Hz.

PRD using Phase-Rectified Signal Averaging

PRD index using Phase-Rectified Signal Averaging
(PRSA) method was obtained by applying the following
steps [8]:
1. Anchor points in the dT◦ series were defined as the
points xi where the average of their T prior values was
greater than the average of their T subsequent values, using T = 9:
T −1
T
1 X
1X
xi+j >
xi−j
T j=0
T j=1

(2)

2. Windows of L = 40 values were defined around each
anchor point. Anchor points in the first or the last L/2 =
20 beats of the series were discarded.
3. PRSA signal was obtained by averaging over all windows.
P RDP RSA was defined as the maximum peak-to-peak
amplitude of PRSA signal.

3.5.

Statistical analysis

Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for comparison of
paired samples (pre-HDBR vs post-HDBR or between
TTT phases). Spearman’s correlation (ρ) and Kendall’s
τ were used to quantify rank correlation between CWT
and PRSA. For all tests, the null hypothesis was rejected if
p ≤ 0.05 .

4.

Results and Discussion

4.1.

Comparison of PRD measured with
CWT and PRSA

Figure 2 shows PRD values quantified by CWT (X-axis)
and PRSA (Y-axis) for all analyzed segments (from all
subjects, TTT phases and HDBR stages). Results show
a very significant positive rank correlation: Spearman’s
ρ = 0.93 (p < 10−54 ); Kendall’s τ = 0.79 (p < 10−38 ).
These coefficients indicate a strong concordance between
both indices, as previously reported in [7].

4.2.

PRDPRSA (deg)

3.4.

4

Effect on PRD index due to tilt test and
microgravity

Each subject underwent TTT before (PRE) and after
(POST) HDBR. For each TTT, baseline (prior to the tilt
phase) as well as beginning and end of the tilt phase were
analyzed. This test induced changes in cardiac autonomic
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of PRD values measured by CWT
and PRSA algorithm. Data are shown together regardless
of the TTT phase or whether they correspond to pre- or
post-HDBR.
modulation that both P RDCW T and P RDP RSA were
able to measure. The main results obtained by P RDCW T
are available in [11]. Figure 3 shows general increases
in PRD values both at PRE and at POST. Differences are
more marked when evaluated with P RDP RSA than with
P RDCW T . This increase supports the fact that PRD, evaluated by both methods, is enhanced in response to sympathetic activation [7]. This is in agreement with previous
studies showing that low-frequency oscillations of ventricular repolarization duration are magnified following sympathetic provocation [12, 13]. Potential mechanisms underlying such oscillations have been postulated [12, 13].
At each phase, i.e. baseline, beginning and end of tilt,
the effect of microgravity simulation on ventricular repolarization was evaluated. Figure 3 shows PRD differences
between PRE and POST HDBR measured by P RDCW T
(upper panel) as well as by P RDP RSA (lower panel). At
baseline, P RDP RSA was higher at POST with respect to
PRE. Futhermore, for both beginning and end of tilt, PRD
was significantly enhanced at POST with respect to PRE,
regardless of the quantification method. The observed increase was even more clear at the beginning of tilt, where
P RDP RSA changed from 0.97 [0.90] deg at PRE to 1.40
[1.10] deg at POST. At the end of tilt, PRD increased from
0.95 [0.82] deg at PRE to 1.27 [0.96] deg at POST. All
evaluated PRD values, both P RDCW T and P RDP RSA ,
are presented in Table 1.
These results reinforce the idea that relevant alterations
in ventricular repolarization occur when subjects are exposed to a long-term microgravity environment [14, 15].
Such alterations become even more manifested following
stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system.

5.

Conclusion

PRD values calculated by CWT and PRSA techniques
are equivalent in terms of rank statistics. For both meth-
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